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Chapter 491 Everyone Knows 

Qi Tianci blinked and was stunned for a moment. Then, he smiled honestly. “I forgot. Sister Qi Xin is still 

young.” 

“Second Uncle, I’m really sorry.” He turned to look at Qi Wu. 

“It’s not that I don’t want to arrange it for you. If I did, Second Aunt would’ve come looking for me with 

a knife.” 

Then, Qi Tianci whispered into Qi Wu’s ear, “If Second Uncle really wants to, I’ll arrange for a few people 

tonight. They are university students from Tianjin!” 

The corners of Qi Wu’s mouth twitched, and he really wanted to slap Qi Tianci to death! He had just told 

his subordinates not to accept Qi Tianci’s sugar-coated words. In the end, they all fell for it. 

A female university student was arranged for each male subordinate. As for the women, sports students 

were waiting for them. 

At first, they were a little shy, but most of them were like wolves and tigers in their forties. They were at 

the age of sitting on the ground and sucking soil, so they naturally fell for it very quickly. 

What made him even angrier was his eldest nephew, Qi Ming. The fair thighs of the two beautiful girls 

were pinched red by Qi Ming. 

“We came here to do something serious!” Qi Wu cleared his throat and said seriously. 

Qi Tianci did not waste any time and said directly, “Of course! It’s just that Second Uncle, you guys are 

tired from the journey. It’s almost noon. Let’s eat first and talk while eating. I’ll get my secretary to 

report to you later.” 

Qi Wu’s expression softened after hearing this, but he said coldly, “Don’t think that I’ll show you mercy 

just because of this.” 

Qi Tianci did not get angry when he heard that. Instead, he said happily, “Second Uncle, how can you say 

that? We’re all family. We shouldn’t talk like two families.” 

After saying that, Qi Tianci pulled Qi Wu into the car. 

The Qi family of Tianjin did not prepare a bus for them. Instead, they prepared many festooned cars. It 

was the kind of float that was especially used to parade on the streets during festivals. 

“Are you telling the entire Tianjin that the Qi family from Dragon City is here?” Qi Wu asked warily. 

“Of course!” 

Qi Tianci’s answer was beyond Qi Wu’s expectations. 

“If not, how can we let the main family know that you have taken over such a powerful industry?” 

The festooned car started moving slowly. 



The spring sun was very warm, and the girls who only had two pieces of cloths draped over their bodies 

did not feel cold. 

They held the Qi family’s hands and waved them at the crowd by the roadside. 

“What is Young Master Qi doing?” 

“I heard that the Qi family in Dragon City wants to take back the business in Tianjin. Young Master Qi did 

this on purpose to please the Qi family.” 

“Really?” 

“Absolutely!” 

The news that the Qi family of Dragon City wanted to reclaim the assets of Tianjin quickly spread 

throughout the city. 

Some of the Qi family’s past was also dug out. 

The people of Tianjin were all surprised. The Qi family of Dragon City was going to settle the score! 

“No, I’m indebted to the Qi family head. I can’t watch the Qi family head’s hard-earned empire be 

plucked by someone else.” 

“I want to stop the Qi family from taking back Old Master Qi’s business!” 

“Yes, let’s go together. There’s strength in numbers!” 

Many citizens of Tianjin took action. A storm was coming. 

On the other hand, Qi Tianci arranged for the guests from the Qi family in Dragon City to stay in a big 

hotel. 

At this moment, he was huffing and puffing, boasting about the future of Jinmen City. Qi Wu was able to 

keep his cool. 

Seeing the people around Qi Tianci opening bottles of wine, he knew that this was Qi Tianci’s stalling 

tactic. 

“Qi Tianci, your little tricks are useless. I’ll take back all the businesses that have received financial 

support from the Qi family in Dragon City.” 

Qi Tianci had just opened a bottle of red wine and was waiting for the wine to sober up. 

Hearing Qi Wu’s words, he only smiled faintly. “Second Uncle, you can’t say that. Of course, I know that 

the Qi family helped my father a lot in the early years. But my father has done well too. The Qi family’s 

business in Tianjin is thriving.” 

Qi Wu sneered. “Don’t play the emotional card with me. Your father is just a mistake that an old man 

made when he was young. He’s a b*stard! And you, you’re just a little b*stard.” 

By saying this, it was no different from falling out with him. Veins bulged on the back of Qi Tianci’s hand 

that was holding the wine glass. 



For a moment, Qi Tianci wanted to splash the red wine in his hand on his face. In the end, he heaved a 

sigh of relief and smiled. “Second Uncle, what are you saying? If my father is a b*stard, then my 

grandfather is also a b*stard. Then aren’t we all b*stards?” 

Qi Tianci could be considered a troublemaker. He could even say that he had injured a thousand 

enemies and eight hundred of himself. 

“Second Uncle, it’s obvious that you’re drunk. Come, let me toast you!” 

Qi Tianci raised his glass and was about to toast Qi Wu. However, Qi Wu moved the wine glass in his 

hand slightly, causing Qi Tianci to miss. 

“Humph!” 

After coldly snorting, Qi Wu said, “Qi Tianci, don’t think I can’t see through your stalling tactic. Let me 

tell you, my other team is already on the way to evaluate the assets. It won’t be long before the assets 

that your b*stard father fought for will be in my hands.” 

Qi Tianci was a little unhappy. 

“Second Uncle, why do you have to talk about business when we’re eating? I’ve done everything you 

said.” 

“What did you say?” Qi Wu was in disbelief. 

Qi Tianci dialed a number and said, “Come on up! Second Uncle, we’re all family. Isn’t it the same no 

matter who gets it?” Qi Tianci asked. 

“I’m a junior. How can I let Second Uncle mobilize so many people? That’s why I got people to prepare in 

advance.” 

After saying that, Lu Benwei walked in wearing a silver-gray suit and gold-rimmed glasses. Everyone was 

attracted by Lu Benwei’s handsomeness. He had sharp eyebrows and starry eyes, his facial features 

were tough, and his nose was so handsome that he could slide on a slide. 

All the men present felt ashamed of themselves, and the women, without exception, had starry eyes. 

“And this is?” 

... 

Qi Wu vaguely felt that he was somewhat familiar. He felt like he had seen him somewhere before. 

“Second Uncle, let me introduce you. This is my secretary, Chu Lu.” Qi Tianci chuckled. 

“Hello, Second Master Qi!” 

Lu Benwei bowed. Qi Wu could not remember where he had seen Lu Benwei before, so he came back to 

his senses. 

“Second Uncle.” Qi Tianci smiled again. “This secretary of mine is handsome and very capable! Why 

don’t you be a matchmaker and help Sister Qi Xin build a bridge? By the way, where’s Sister Qi Xin?” 



“Miss Qi Xin and Young Master Qi Ming went out to play. They said they don’t want to participate in 

such an event,” someone answered. 

“Forget about them,” Qi Tianci shrugged and said, “Chu Lu, let’s hear your report.” 

Chapter 492 The Pearl of the Qi Family 

Lu Benwei reported the scale of the Qi family’s business in Tianjin. 

As expected, Qi Wu’s expression could not hold back his excitement. 

“As expected, it’s a piece of fat meat!” 

Qi Tianci rubbed his hands and said with a flattering look, “Second Uncle, are you satisfied with this 

result?” 

“Satisfied. Quite satisfied. ” Qi Wu nodded repeatedly, eager to claim Qi Tianci’s business. 

“As long as you’re satisfied!” 

Qi Tianci was quite happy and raised his glass. 

Qi Wu also felt that this nephew of his was more pleasing to the eye. Other than him, every other 

member of the younger generation in the Qi family respected him so much. 

Qi Wu had just figured out why Qi Tianci was trying so hard to please them. 

No matter what, Qi Tianci would have frothed at the mouth if the Qi family had used even the slightest 

bit of force. Instead of resisting, it was better to entertain them well and leave a good impression. Qi 

Tianci might even have a chance of survival. 

“Little Qi, why didn’t you do this earlier?” 

Qi Wu looked pleased with himself and clinked glasses with Qi Tianci. 

“Bang!” 

After drinking a glass of strong liquor, Qi Wu was a little carried away. 

Qi Tianci saw that it was about time, so he whispered into Qi Wu’s ear, “How could I, Second Uncle? In 

the future, when I arrive at the Qi family, I’ll have to rely on you. Why don’t I take this opportunity today 

to show my filial piety to you?” 

After saying that, he handed him a paper bag. The logo of “Moutai” was printed on the packaging. 

Qi Wu glanced at it. Other than the two bottles of Moutai, there was also a gold bar inside, filling up the 

entire space. It was obvious that there was something stuffed underneath. 

As someone who had been a pain in the *ss for many years, Qi Wu clearly understood what Qi Tianci 

meant. However, this number was a little too little for him. 

“Tianci, what are you doing? I don’t lack such things at home.” 



Qi Tianci cursed in his heart, but he smiled and said, “Second Uncle, of course I know. These things are 

all in my car. You can drive them back directly when the time comes. I brought it up for you to take a 

look.” 

Qi Wu then revealed a comfortable smile. 

“You’re worth teaching! Among the younger generation of the Qi family, you’re the only one who knows 

how to do things.” 

After saying that, Qi Wu took the paper bag and placed it by his feet. 

At this moment, a subordinate ran over in a hurry, looking like something bad had happened. 

“Second Leader!” seeing that Qi Wu was drinking to his heart’s content, his subordinate shouted 

anxiously from the side. 

Qi Wu’s mood was disturbed, and he scolded impatiently. “What are you doing? Can’t you see that I’m 

drinking to my heart’s content with my nephew?” 

Qi Tianci said magnanimously, “Second Uncle, business is more important. Go and see what’s wrong 

first.” 

“Spit it out if you have something to say!” Qi Wu smacked his lips impatiently. 

The subordinate glanced at Qi Tianci with fear and then at Qi Wu, who was in high spirits. He gritted his 

teeth and leaned down to whisper into Qi Wu’s ear, “Second Leader, there’s a problem with the asset 

recovery. Our people went to various companies and shops to check their assets. We didn’t expect to be 

stopped.” 

Qi Wu sobered up immediately. He stood up and deliberately avoided Qi Tianci. 

“Who is stopping us?” 

“It’s not a special person. They are citizens of Jinmen City. They won’t let us reclaim the assets here.” 

Qi Wu’s expression turned colder and colder. He turned around and glared at Qi Tianci. “Qi Tianci, did 

you do this?” 

“What’s wrong, Second Uncle?” Qi Tianci was confused. “Why are you so angry?” 

“You sent people to stop us from retrieving Tianjin’s assets?” 

“Impossible!” Qi Tianci naturally knew what was going on, but he pretended to have a headache and 

said, “No, let me figure out what’s going on.” 

At this moment, another subordinate ran over, his face full of urgency. He could not care less about the 

people present and said directly, “Second Leader, bad news! A team that we sent to retrieve Tianjin’s 

assets was stripped naked and sent back to the teleportation array!” 

“Damn it, this group of unruly people ruined my plan!” 

Qi Tianci’s reaction was even more agitated than Qi Wu’s. He opened his mouth and cursed. Qi Wu 

sneered in his heart, thinking that Qi Tianci was deliberately putting on a show for him. 



“Second Uncle, don’t worry. I’ll settle this for you,” Qi Tianci said. 

“Chu Lu, come with me,” he said as he waved his hand. 

Lu Benwei responded and followed Qi Tianci out of the room. 

Qi Tianci’s expression had completely changed. 

“Brother Lu, you’re still the smartest. I didn’t know that we can mobilize the power of the masses.” 

“This is all thanks to Old Master Qi’s reputation. He has gathered a lot of people.” Lu Benwei smiled 

faintly. 

“Oh, right, how’s your matter going?” he asked after a pause. 

Qi Tianci flashed the mini video recorder in his arms. The scene of Qi Wu accepting the bribe had been 

recorded. 

“Tonight, I’ll arrange for that b*stard Qi Wu to send the videotape to Qi Wu’s wife. Tsk, tsk, tsk…” Qi 

Tianci smiled maliciously. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei thought of something and said, “By the way, are you sure we don’t need to 

care about the two people on their side?” 

Qi Tianci knew who Lu Benwei was talking about. 

“It’s fine. They’re just here to play in Tianjin. One is lecherous, and the other has princess syndrome. It’s 

not a problem.” 

“Then there’s nothing else for me to do. I’ll go back first.” Lu Benwei nodded. 

“Thank you, Brother Lu. ” Qi Tianci cupped his hands and thanked him again. “Thank you for your help, 

Brother Lu. ” 

After saying that, he turned around and returned to the drinking hall. 

... 

Lu Benwei turned around and went downstairs. 

“If we can help Qi Tianci take over the Qi family, will that work?” 

Soon, Lu Benwei dismissed this idea. 

“As one of the eight great families, the Qi family is deeply rooted. Today, we’re only teaching a person 

without any real power a lesson. He’s still far from being the true core of the Qi family. There isn’t much 

time left. I have to hurry to Ha City.” 

After helping Qi Tianci settle the matter, Lu Benwei no longer needed to take the train. 

The Qi family of Tianjin was in charge of the teleportation platform in Tianjin, so it was easy for him to 

go to Ha City. 

“Hey, grandson!” 



Just as Lu Benwei was lost in his thoughts, he heard an extremely annoying voice. 

“Old b*stard, what are you doing here?” 

Lu Benwei turned his head and saw the old beggar. He put his hands into his pockets and squatted on 

the ground, whistling at him. 

When he walked in, Lu Benwei found that the old beggar’s face was bruised. He had obviously been 

beaten up. 

... 

“Old man, you were beaten up again?” 

Chapter 493 Three Mountain Secret Realm 

Lu Benwei was amused. 

Seeing the old man being beaten, he felt very relieved. 

“Go, go, go! I just accidentally fell.” 

The old beggar waved his hand impatiently, wanting to chase Lu Benwei away. 

!! 

Lu Benwei held his stomach and pointed at him. “You even accidentally fell. Why don’t you say that you 

hit yourself?” 

The old beggar looked incredulous as if Lu Benwei had seen through him. 

“How could you tell?” 

Lu Benwei was stunned for a moment and muttered, “It’s ridiculous. Who would beat themselves up?” 

The old beggar looked depressed. He touched the scar on his face and did not say anything. 

It was strange. Lu Benwei had been tricked by this old beggar several times. However, he could not hate 

the old beggar. 

“Old man, you’re looking for me?” 

The old beggar nodded and stood up. 

“Don’t tell me you got beaten up and didn’t get any money, so you want me to take you to the 

hospital?” Lu Benwei’s face was full of mockery. 

“How can that be? This is an internal injury. The hospital can’t treat it.” 

The old beggar put his hands in his sleeves and walked forward by himself. 

“Come with me to a place. I want to look for medicine to treat my injuries. When it’s done, I’ll teach you 

something.” 

Lu Benwei jogged to catch up and asked, “What is it? Don’t tell me it’s something that you stole?” 



“I’ll teach you how to hit yourself.” The old beggar rolled his eyes and hailed a taxi. 

“This is ridiculous.” Lu Benwei complained and got into a taxi. 

The driver was in a good mood today, so he did not care about the dirt on the old beggar. 

“Old man, where are you going?” 

“Go to the center of the teleportation array!” The old beggar glared at him. 

“Alright!” 

“Old b*stard, where are we going?” Lu Benwei was a little puzzled. 

“Three Mountain Secret Realm!” 

… 

Tianjin was located in the north of Dragon Kingdom. 

However, it was hard to imagine that there was a secret realm formed by a continuous mountain range 

here. 

It was majestic, with mountain ranges overlapping one another. Among them, the three mountain 

ranges of the main mountain range were the most majestic, reaching into the clouds. 

Strangely, from afar, their appearances and geographical features were almost identical. 

Thus, the Three Mountain Secret Realm was named after it. Moreover, the three mountains were called 

the first mountain, the second mountain, and the third mountain. It was a simple and crude name. 

Halfway up the three mountains, white mist swirled around them, revealing a sense of danger amid the 

mystery. 

“Old man, where are you going to pick herbs?” 

The old beggar did not say anything. He pointed at the top of a mountain in the middle. 

Lu Benwei frowned and then scolded. “Old b*stard, if you want to trick me, just say it. The top of the 

mountain is the most mysterious. Legend has it that no one can survive the top of the mountain.” 

Lu Benwei had long heard of the Three Mountain Secret Realm. After all, the Three Mountain Secret 

Realm was ranked in the top 20 on the Dragon Kingdom’s secret realm ranking. 

The death rate was also unparalleled in the Dragon Kingodm’s secret realm. Hunters also kept a 

respectful distance from the Three Mountains Secret Realm. 

They only hunted monsters on the second and third mountains, which were not as dangerous. 

Lu Benwei was quite curious. What was so mysterious about the mountains that they could devour lives 

one after another? 

According to legend, there was a Hell’s Well in the mountains. After drinking a mouthful of water from 

Hell’s Well, one could make a deal with a monster. This was why many greedy people kept rushing over. 



Lu Benwei heard this rumor from the old beggar and said disdainfully, “What Hell’s Well? It’s clearly a 

monster causing trouble. Old man, don’t tell me you’re greedy for the well water?” 

“Grandson, aren’t you looking down on me too much?” The old beggar did not forget to take advantage 

of him. “Back then, I went to the top alone. I even vomited from drinking the water of Hell’s Well. I want 

to go there to ask for a spirit herb to treat my internal injuries.” 

As he spoke, the old beggar coughed a few times, almost making Lu Benwei think it was true. 

“Come on, with your legs, it’s already difficult for you to get up the brick bed, and you still want to get to 

the top of a mountain.” Lu Benwei did not forget to tease. 

If one wanted to hike the first mountain, one had to go through the second or third mountain. Among 

them, the second and third mountains were inhabited by different monsters. 

Lu Benwei and the old beggar planned to set off from the second mountain to the first mountain. 

“Old b*stard!” 

Lu Benwei followed behind the old beggar. He realized that he could not keep up with the old beggar’s 

pace. 

“What’s your class? You’re already so old, but your legs are still so nimble?” 

“No class,” the old beggar snorted disdainfully. 

“Haha!” 

Lu Benwei did not believe him. He secretly followed behind the old beggar and activated his Eye of 

Insight. 

“Hmm?” 

Lu Benwei was stunned. The old beggar’s body was covered in a layer of gray. In such a situation, it was 

either deliberately hidden or his strength was so powerful that it was unfathomable. 

... 

Lu Benwei obviously did not believe the latter and casually muttered, “This old man is quite mysterious.” 

“It’s rude to peek at others.” The old beggar rolled his eyes in disdain. 

Lu Benwei was not surprised. Since he could hide, he could also notice the spying. 

“If you don’t tell me your class and your strength, how are we going to cooperate when we encounter 

monsters later?” 

“Just watch from the side.” 

Right at this moment, the killing intent in the surroundings was exposed. 

Lu Benwei and the old beggar were targeted by an unknown monster. 

“Rustling.” 



In the surrounding forest, there was a rustling sound as if a group of things was crawling. 

“Snake-type monster?” 

Lu Benwei immediately made such a guess. In the next second, Lu Benwei dispelled this thought. Snake-

type monsters mostly lived alone and could not move in groups. 

... 

As expected! 

Lu Benwei’s guess was right! 

The opponent was a group of scaled monsters. It was a mutated pangolin from the original blue planet, 

and it had become a monster. 

Its head was cone-shaped, and its body was covered with dark brown scales. They were densely packed 

and opened and closed evenly with their breathing. 

There were around eight or nine of them, and the highest level was only level 50. The lowest was level 

30. 

However, it was obviously not enough for Lu Benwei. 

These scaled monsters could not threaten him, so he just stood there and watched the old beggar exert 

his strength. 

The old beggar was stunned for a moment and hid behind Lu Benwei. 

“What are you waiting for? Hurry up and attack!” 

Lu Benwei was stunned. “Didn’t you tell me to watch? I’m watching!” 

“No, I’m afraid!” The old beggar’s voice was trembling. 

Lu Benwei was immediately stunned. 

Was the old beggar not a big shot who showed off his abilities? Why would he be afraid of a few demon 

monsters that were not even level 50? 

“I’m just an ordinary person. How can I fight them?” The old beggar cried. 

Chapter 494 The Old Beggar’s Danger 

Lu Benwei was stunned. 

“That’s not right. Didn’t you hide your aura?” 

He used the Eye of Insight to check again and confirmed that he could not read the old beggar’s 

information. Lu Benwei had a bad feeling. 

“Who is hiding their aura?” The old beggar blew his beard and said, “Can’t I be a nobody? Why else 

would I be a beggar?” 



Lu Benwei was speechless. It turned out that Lu Benwei could not read the old beggar’s information 

because the old beggar did not belong to any class. It was neither a combat class, a strengthening class 

nor a lifestyle class. Therefore, they were called the three nobodies. In a sense, this type of person was 

even rarer than the hidden class! 

“Old b*stard, you think I’m a fool?!” Lu Benwei slapped his head. 

As soon as he finished speaking, the scaled monsters felt like their lives had been shattered. This old and 

young man in front of them ignored their existence! 

The leader of the scaled monsters spoke in human language, “Humans, did you not notice our 

existence?” 

“Wait a moment, I have something to ask this old man again.” 

Lu Benwei hurriedly glanced at the scaled monster leader and continued to speak to the old beggar, 

“You’re a no-man, yet you dare to enter such a dangerous secret realm? Aren’t you afraid of being eaten 

by the monsters?” 

“Aren’t you here?” The old beggar was very assured of Lu Benwei. 

“Hey, hey!” The scaled monster was completely confused. After roaming the Three Mountains Secret 

Realm for so many years, this was the first time he had seen a human completely ignoring him. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei took a deep breath and said, “Alright then. Let me ask you, why did you 

come to the secret realm?” 

“Didn’t I already tell you to head to the top of the first mountain and look for spirit herbs?” The old 

beggar pursed his lips. 

“Tell me the truth!” Lu Benwei glared fiercely. 

The old beggar’s aura instantly weakened by more than half. “Alright, it’s not all about looking for 

herbs…” 

The scaled monsters were getting impatient. Their leader lowered his voice and said, “Hey, take 

advantage of the fact that these two people aren’t on guard and kill them.” 

“Understood!” 

A level-43 scaled monster responded and burrowed into the ground. The second leader of the scaled 

beasts quickly moved underground, and the entire ground began to tremble. 

The old beggar wanted to continue but after sensing this change, he was so frightened that his entire 

body trembled violently, and he quickly hid behind Lu Benwei. 

The second leader of the scaled monsters sensed the ground and sneered in his heart. “You only reacted 

now? Too late!” 

“Boom!” 



The scaled monster burrowed out of the ground. The scales on its entire body shone with a dark light, 

and it was incomparably cold. 

“Stab!” 

The sharp claws in his hands flickered with a cold light as he stabbed toward Lu Benwei’s throat. 

“Noisy!” 

Lu Benwei punched out with great force, turning the second leader into dust! 

Shocking! 

Petrification! 

Terrifying! 

A series of expressions changed in the eyes of the scaled monsters. A chill that struck the soul seeped 

into every scale. 

“Oh no, we seem to have offended someone we shouldn’t have!” the scaled monster leader said 

subconsciously. 

The other scaled monsters also felt the same, and their bodies kept retreating. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes shot out cold lightning as he swept his gaze across every scaled monster. 

“Boom!” 

In the next second, his body shot out like a cannonball. 

“Run!” The scaled monster leader gave the final order. 

In an instant, it turned into powder. 

The other scaled monsters were extremely terrified. They all burrowed into the ground and fled in all 

directions. 

Lu Benwei reacted very quickly. He swung his fists and smashed them toward the ground. Billions of 

stars gathered underground and then shattered. 

“Rumble!” 

The earth was shaking, and smoke and dust soared into the sky. A large area had collapsed. 

Countless underground monsters and evil spirits cried and died alongside the scaled monsters. 

“Hu~” 

Lu Benwei let out a breath of turbid air. Seeing the old beggar looking at him in a daze, he said, “I’ll send 

you back later. You can go home after you leave the secret realm.” 

“I won’t!” 

The old beggar turned his head away like a child throwing a tantrum. 



“Then what exactly do you want?” Lu Benwei’s heart was already burning with anger. 

“I told you to go to the first mountain and look for spirit herbs to treat my injuries.” 

Lu Benwei sneered and said, “You still want to lie even now? You’re an ordinary person, and your body 

has its limits. Aren’t you afraid that your body will explode, and you’ll die after eating the spirit herbs?!” 

The old beggar’s face turned red. “You don’t have to worry about that. Just bring me to find it. At most, 

I’ll give you half of the spirit herbs!” 

Lu Benwei saw that the old beggar was still full of lies and sneered. “I have nothing to do with you, and I 

have no obligation to help you find that so-called spirit herb. If you want to find it, go find it yourself.” 

After saying that, Lu Benwei turned around and left. 

The old beggar was stunned on the spot. He watched Lu Benwei walk forward resolutely and spat in Lu 

Benwei’s direction. 

... 

“You’re not a good person either! You saw that my legs were nimbler than yours, so you thought that I 

was a great expert. Now that you know that I’m an ordinary person, you want to chase me away. Bah, 

you’re looking down on me!” 

After the old beggar scolded Lu Benwei, he still did not feel relieved. He cursed and walked in the 

opposite direction of Lu Benwei. 

“If you don’t bring me along, I’ll go by myself!” 

On the other side, Lu Benwei had just returned. Seeing that the old beggar had disappeared, he was 

immediately dumbfounded. 

“Motherf*cker, isn’t this old man afraid that he won’t even have a complete corpse in the end?” 

After saying that, Lu Benwei followed the old beggar’s footprints. 

The old beggar had been struggling at the bottom of society for a few years, so his legs were very agile. 

Lu Benwei used the first level of Lightning Speed, but he was unable to catch up to him. This move was 

beyond Lu Benwei’s expectations. 

“No, no matter how fast the old beggar is, it’s impossible that I can’t catch up with him when I use 

Lightning Speed. Could it be that my direction is wrong? Or rather…” 

Lu Benwei activated his Eye of Insight, and information from all directions surged into his mind like a 

tide. 

As expected, a monster was holding the old beggar in its mouth and running toward the first mountain. 

It was extremely fast, and the rivers and mountains under its feet were like a map. 

... 

Lu Benwei cursed under his breath and used the second level of Lightning Speed to chase after it. 



“Boom!” 

“Human, you’ve invaded my territory. Die!” a three-tailed giant crocodile spoke in the human language 

like thunder. 

It was the lord of the two mountains and had extraordinary strength. 

Lu Benwei wanted to save the old beggar. Seeing this, he said coldly, “Get out of my way!” 

“Another one wants to enter the first mountain. Humans, you’re indeed greedy!” As soon as the three-

tailed crocodile finished speaking, its huge tail slapped fiercely at Lu Benwei. 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei used his physical body to block it and was sent flying. He pierced through a mountain beside 

the second mountain. 

Chapter 495 Fighting the Three-Tailed Crocodile 

The Three-tailed Crocodile’s entire body seemed to be made of mercury. It shone with silver light, and 

its eyes were yellow, as bright as gold. Moreover, its body contained explosive power. 

It narrowed its eyes and looked at the hole in the mountain. After a long time, it turned around. 

Suddenly, its heart beat violently as if it was being stared at by something terrifying. A chill ran down his 

spine as it gulped down the air. 

“Who are you?” the Three-tailed Crocodile was a little angry and a little afraid as it asked. 

!! 

It was born as the master of the second mountain, the strongest creature in the secret realm. Even 

when facing the strongest monster of the three mountains, it had never felt such fear. 

From the moment it was born until now, countless humans had died under its giant tail. Now, it felt a 

chill run down its spine when facing a magician. 

“Get lost!” 

Lu Benwei flew up from another mountain and looked coldly at the Three-tailed Crocodile. His body was 

strong, his eyes were deep, and his body was transparent like glass. The black and white bloodlines 

merged, emitting chaotic divine light. 

“This is my territory, you should be the one to get lost!” the Three-tailed Crocodile said. 

No matter what, humans and monsters were mortal enemies. It had to leave the land where it was born 

and raised? Impossible! 

The Three-tailed Crocodile’s body suddenly expanded hundreds of times, and finally became as large as 

half a mountain. Silver light flowed around its silver body. It was dazzling and extraordinary. 

“In that case, I’ll kill you first!” Lu Benwei said coldly. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was furious. It waved its huge tail and slapped toward Lu Benwei. 



Ever since it was born in this world, it had never met anyone who dared to provoke it! 

” Clear Heart Slash Technique!” 

Lu Benwei sacrificed 10 percent of his strength to increase his combat strength tenfold! 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was a level-79 monster, only one step away from becoming a level-80 expert. 

In terms of attributes alone, Lu Benwei was already on par with a level-60 expert! He could fight a level-

65 expert head-on! 

His battle prowess had increased tenfold, and he could now fight level-70 with his dual-origin 

bloodlines! 

“Rumble!” 

The giant tail slapped down from above, like thunder rolling down, hitting Lu Benwei. 

Lu Benwei waved his fist, and chaotic divine light overflowed. 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shattering collision caused the Three-tailed Crocodile to let out a loud cry, and one of its giant 

tails retracted as if it had been electrocuted. 

Lu Benwei’s fist bones trembled, and the bone spikes pierced through his skin, seeping out traces of 

blood. His injuries healed very quickly, and they began an intense battle again. 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

The power of the stars poured into Lu Benwei’s body. His entire body was transparent, and the power of 

the dual-origin bloodlines gathered, forming a galaxy in the sky. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile let out a strange cry. It opened its huge mouth and greedily absorbed the 

essence of the sun and moon. 

“Demonic Light Destroys Rivers and Mountains!” 

A beam of demonic light that seemed to be able to destroy the world pierced through the mountain 

range and attacked Lu Benwei. The aura of destruction that burst out almost shattered the secret realm. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were cold as he punched with both fists. 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shattering collision shattered the entire sky. 

The living beings in the secret realm dodged in unison. Some of them were too slow and were hit by the 

aftershock of the demonic light or the starlight. They exploded on the spot and turned into a bloody 

mist. 

Seeing that Lu Benwei was unharmed, the Three-tailed Crocodile roared at the sky. Its three tails shook 

and pressed down on Lu Benwei. 



Lu Benwei activated Lightning Speed and dodged it. 

The giant tail pressed down, smashing a mountain peak beside the second mountain into dust. 

Lu Benwei no longer suppressed his strength. He raised the Ancient Sword of Clarity, and the power of 

destruction shook the sky and earth! 

“Divine Sword of Destruction!” 

The destructive sword light was like a tsunami as it rushed toward the Three-tailed Crocodile. Soon, the 

creatures on the mountain under its feet were annihilated and turned into ashes. 

Lu Benwei had already activated the Eye of Insight to check. 

Other than the three great mountains that concealed the heavenly secrets, there was no one in the sky 

above the other mountains. Only then did Lu Benwei let go. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile felt a chill run down its spine. The Divine Sword of Destruction was too 

terrifying. Its brain was preventing it from taking it head-on! 

“Boom!” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile could not dodge in time. Half of its body was swept away by the destructive 

sword light, and bloody flesh kept dripping. 

“What kind of skill is this? It’s so powerful.” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile cried out loudly, the scales all over its body opened and closed, and it 

continuously breathed in cold air. 

Lu Benwei’s sword was too powerful. Fortunately, it reacted in time and dodged the sword light in the 

center. Even so, its body was severely injured. 

“Do you monsters talk so much before you die?” 

Lu Benwei’s voice was very cold, causing the Three-tailed Crocodile to tremble. 

“Human, don’t go too far!” the Three-tailed Crocodile already knew that it could not beat Lu Benwei, but 

it still spoke harshly. 

“Boom!” 

An earth-shattering sound rang out. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile felt a chill run down its spine. It gasped and hurriedly retreated. It was a 

monster that had grown up in the world. Dignity and whatnot could not restrain it. 

... 

Survival was the only way to survive. There was nothing to be embarrassed about being beaten away by 

a human brat. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei hugged the mountain and used Lightning Speed to chase after the Three-

tailed Crocodile. 



“Damn it, damn it!” The Three-tailed Crocodile cursed itself as it ran. 

How could one person move a mountain range? Moreover, he was only 20 years old among humans. 

How could he be so powerful? 

Seeing that Lu Benwei was about to arrive, the Three-tailed Crocodile’s scalp went numb, and its left and 

right eyes twitched. 

If it had known earlier, it would have made way for this person. 

“Boom!” 

The mountain pressed down and suppressed the Three-tailed Crocodile! 

“Argh! I was wrong, spare my life!” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile begged for mercy. 

“Rumble!” 

... 

The mountain was moving, and Lu Benwei moved the mountain away. 

“Big brother, big brother, I was wrong.” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile transformed into a human and knelt on the ground. He clasped his hands 

together and begged for mercy. 

Lu Benwei looked at him coldly. Then, he picked up a branch and drew a picture on the ground. 

It was unknown what kind of ferocious monster it was. It had three dog heads and exposed its fangs. It 

was extremely ferocious. 

“Do you recognize this monster?” Lu Benwei asked coldly. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile looked at it again and again, then shook its head and nodded. 

“Do you know him or not?” Lu Benwei spat and scolded. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile felt wronged, and tears fell. “I don’t know him.” 

“Then why did you nod?” 

“I’m afraid you’ll kill me if I don’t say I know this monster.” 

Lu Benwei was so angry that he laughed. He felt that this Three-tailed Crocodile was a little cute. 

“According to what you said, he’s a monster? Is it from the three mountains?” Lu Benwei asked again. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile gulped and shook its head. “I can confirm that it’s not a monster from the 

three mountains.” 

Chapter 496 First Mountain Secret Realm 



Lu Benwei’s gaze focused as he questioned coldly, “Why are you so sure?” 

“To be honest, I’m on good terms with the monsters on the three mountains,” The three-tailed crocodile 

said, “I know almost all the monsters with faces. This three-headed dog is too obvious. If I had seen it 

before, I’d have seen it long ago.” 

“Since you’re so sincere, I’ll spare your life.” Lu Benwei nodded. 

As he spoke, he moved the mountain away from the Three-tailed Crocodile. 

!! 

The Three-tailed Crocodile thanked him again and asked, “Big brother, why are you looking for this 

monster?” 

Lu Benwei pondered for a while and felt that there was no need to hide it from him. 

“He took someone who was with me.” 

Not long ago, Lu Benwei discovered that the old beggar had been taken away by a ferocious monster 

and had snuck into the first mountain. The monster looked exactly like the one with three dog heads. 

“Big Brother, may I ask if this monster went into the first mountain? Are you going there as well?” The 

Three-tailed Crocodile shuddered. 

“You don’t have to worry about this.” Lu Benwei scolded him coldly. 

“Please listen to me. If this person isn’t important to you, you can abandon him.” 

“What do you mean?” Lu Benwei frowned and asked. 

“I just remembered that there’s a well in the first mountain. It’s called Hell’s Well. I suspect that this 

three-headed dog is very likely the legendary hellhound.” 

Lu Benwei was stunned, and his mind was filled with thoughts. According to the old beggar, there was a 

well in the first mountain, also known as Hell’s Well. 

He thought that the old beggar was bluffing. Now that the Three-tailed Crocodile said this, it proved that 

the old beggar was right. 

“You’ve stayed in the Three Mountain Secret Realm for so long, haven’t you been there?” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile said in fear and trepidation, “Big Brother, please calm down! To tell you the 

truth, other than me, almost all the monsters in the Three Mountain Secret Realm don’t have the guts to 

go to the peak.” 

Scratching its head, the Three-tailed Crocodile said, “Even if some monsters were curious and entered a 

mountain, no one came out again. Therefore, we can be said to be very wary of the first mountain.” 

Lu Benwei nodded and expressed his understanding. 



Ferocious beasts, especially monsters, grew in the world. Their priority was to preserve their lives. In 

addition, it was not easy for the Three-tailed Crocodile to cultivate to such a level. It was very concerned 

about life and death. 

“You said you’re on good terms with the monsters of the three mountains. Won’t they help you when 

they see you defeated?” Lu Benwei asked again. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile shook its head like a rattle-drum. “Big Brother, I’m angry because you said 

this. We’re usually very close, like brothers. We say that we’ll share blessings and difficulties. But our 

battle has been going on for so long, and there’s no movement from their side at all. I knew it. I’ve made 

a group of fair-weather friends.” 

Lu Benwei nodded and stopped pursuing the Three-tailed Crocodile. 

“Alright, I have to hurry up and enter the first mountain. You can scram.” 

Lu Benwei kicked him, sending him flying dozens of meters away. 

Just as he was about to walk toward the first mountain, the Three-tailed Crocodile stopped him. 

“Big Brother!” 

“What’s the matter now?” Lu Benwei turned around. 

“To be honest, I’m very curious about the human world, so I want to follow you.” The Three-tailed 

Crocodile chuckled. 

Lu Benwei fell into deep thought. 

The existence of the Blood Demon Monster caused Lu Benwei a lot of trouble. It probably would not 

work by adding in a Three-tailed Crocodile. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile saw Lu Benwei’s hesitation and said nervously, “Big Brother, don’t worry. I 

can guarantee that I won’t disturb you humans.” 

With that, the Three-tailed Crocodile returned to its original form, the size of a horse. 

“Big Brother, didn’t you want to enter the first mountain? I’ve been living in the Three Mountains Secret 

Realm for many years, and I’ve learned about the legends of the first mountain. I’ll help you solve your 

problems then.” 

Seeing how sincere the Three-tailed Crocodile was, Lu Benwei thought about it. 

“Since you want to follow me, as long as you don’t violate my taboo, I can protect your life.” 

“Good!” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile’s head moved and landed on the mountain that Lu Benwei was heading 

toward. 

Lu Benwei only realized when he got closer that the first mountain was a secret realm. To be precise, it 

was half a secret realm. 



The birth of a secret realm, without exception, all evolved from the power of laws between heaven and 

earth. Moreover, at level 80 or 90, they could use the power of the laws of the world to create secret 

realms. 

The First Mountain Secret Realm evolved naturally from the incomplete power of laws, so the entire first 

mountain was revealed between the mountains and rivers. 

After entering the first mountain, the two of them immediately felt the power of laws, isolating them 

from the outside world. The impact of the battle between the two of them did not affect this place. 

However, the size of the First Mountain Secret Realm was even larger than the second mountain and 

the third mountain combined. The mountain was majestic and covered in fog, spanning thousands of 

miles. 

A gust of cold air seeped into their pores and scales from all directions, and they shivered almost at the 

same time. 

The mountain was filled with a deathly aura. All the vegetation was withered, and their heads drooped. 

Not to mention spirit herbs, even ordinary herbs could not absorb the spiritual energy of heaven and 

earth to survive. 

“Let’s go to the peak.” 

Lu Benwei patted the back of the Three-tailed Crocodile. The Three-tailed Crocodile responded and 

carried Lu Benwei to the top of the mountain. 

Soon, the Three-tailed Crocodile stopped and looked at Lu Benwei nervously. Lu Benwei frowned and 

looked at the lifeless forest in the distance. A wisp of smoke was rising. 

“Big Brother, what should I do?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a group of people came out in unison and surrounded Lu Benwei and 

the Three-tailed Crocodile. 

“Fellow countrymen?” 

“Monsters?” 

The few people who came out looked at Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed Crocodile with uncertain 

expressions. 

“Who are you? Why are you with a monster?” a muscular man with a bare upper body asked coldly. 

... 

Lu Benwei did not take him seriously. Instead, he stared at the two people behind the crowd. 

The eldest son of the Qi family, Qi Ming, was united with the pearl of the Qi family. After thinking for a 

while, Lu Benwei was sure that this group of people were the bodyguards that the Qi siblings had hired. 

Moreover, Lu Benwei was certain that the Qi siblings had never seen Lu Benwei when they were in 

Dragon City. 



Therefore, Lu Benwei cleared his throat and said, “I’m from the Qi family of Tianjin. I haven’t seen the Qi 

siblings for a long time, so the Qi family head specially asked me to look for them in the Three 

Mountains Secret Realm. As for this monster, it’s just my war monster.” 

Hearing this, everyone’s tense expressions suddenly relaxed. However, the Qi siblings were a little 

unhappy. 

“The Qi family of Dragon City doesn’t need the Qi family of Tianjin to care about us.” Qi Mingzhu crossed 

her arms and said angrily to Lu Benwei. 

“Be careful, I’ll pull out your teeth!” 

Chapter 497 Creepy 

“F*ck! This little girl has such a big mouth. Be careful, Grandpa will eat you.’ The Three-tailed Crocodile 

was very unhappy after being scolded by Qi Xin. 

However, because of Lu Benwei’s face, he only muttered in a low voice. 

Qi Ming stood up and raised his chin. “Brother, I think I know you. You must be Qi Tianci’s secretary.” 

“Yes.” Lu Benwei nodded and replied, “My name is Chu Lu. I’m the secretary of the Qi family head.” 

Qi Ming nodded slightly and replied with narrowed eyes, “Brother Chu, you don’t have to be so polite. Is 

Brother Qi Tianci here yet?” 

Qi Tianci was a member of the Qi family and shared the same grandfather as Qi Ming. Therefore, it was 

not a problem for Qi Ming to call Qi Tianci his little brother. 

Lu Benwei found it strange. Why did Qi Ming suddenly ask about Qi Tianci’s whereabouts? However, he 

replied, “Master Qi only sent me here. He was worried about the safety of the two of you and asked me 

to look for you.” 

After Qi Ming heard this, his brows unconsciously furrowed slightly. Then, they quickly relaxed. “You can 

go back first. Don’t worry about our safety.” 

Lu Benwei noticed the subtle expression on Qi Ming’s face. It was as if his appearance had disrupted Qi 

Ming’s plan. 

However, the most important thing now was to find the old beggar. Lu Benwei did not care about their 

plans. 

Thinking of this, Lu Benwei raised his head and looked at the people the Qi siblings had hired. 

“I’m relieved to see that there are so many experts protecting Young Master Qi Ming and Miss Qi Xin. 

Farewell!” 

After saying that, he urged the Three-tailed Crocodile to turn around and leave. 

Not long after, Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed Crocodile disappeared from the Qi siblings’ sight. 

Qi Ming’s eyes flashed with malice. 



“I was wondering why Qi Tianci was so attentive. It turns out that he had ulterior motives! He moved the 

Qi family’s training ground!” 

“Brother, what should we do now?” Qi Xin frowned and pulled Qi Ming’s hand as she asked. 

“Since Qi Tianci has overstepped the rules of the Qi family, there’s no need for us to give him any face,” 

Qi Ming said viciously. 

“Da Hu, Er Hu, I want to see the head of that kid.” 

“Yes!” the hunters named Da Hu and Er Hu responded and then headed in the direction Lu Benwei had 

gone. 

On the other side, Lu Benwei had the Three-tailed Crocodile sped up. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was very puzzled and said, “Boss, why are we walking so fast?” 

“They will definitely catch up and kill us. I don’t want to hurt anyone,” Lu Benwei replied indifferently. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was even more confused. Lu Benwei did not respond and kept urging the 

Three-tailed Crocodile to speed up. In the end, they were still caught up by Da Hu and Er Hu. They were 

assassin and archer respectively, and speed was their forte. 

“Why did you come to kill me?” Lu Benwei asked coldly. 

“Aren’t you asking the obvious?” Da Hu smiled slyly and said disdainfully. 

“If I say that I really don’t know anything and that everything is a misunderstanding, will you believe 

me?” Lu Benwei warned. 

“Brat, do you think we’re idiots?” Er Hu teased. 

“In that case, there’s nothing more to say.” Lu Benwei’s eyes were cold as he lowered his head and said 

to the Three-tailed Crocodile, “Leave one alive.” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile let out a strange cry and pounced forward. 

The assassin named Da Hu was just about to hide when the Three-tailed Crocodile had already arrived in 

front of him. Its body continued to grow larger and larger. It opened its blood-red mouth and swallowed 

Da Hu in one gulp. Not even a corpse was left. 

When the man named Er Hu saw this, he immediately shivered and dropped the bow in his hand. 

“You… Are you a monster?” 

Er Hu’s face turned pale, and his voice trembled. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile licked its lips and said, “What else?” 

Then, it spat out a few bones with traces of blood on them. 

“You humans are really not tasty.” 

Er Hu was so frightened that he fell to the ground. 



“Spare my life, spare my life.” 

Lu Benwei slowly stepped forward and said, “I can spare you. Tell me clearly why the Qi family is looking 

for me.” 

Er Hu swallowed hard. “It’s the Qi family’s ancestral land. We were hired by the eldest son of the Qi 

family to protect them.” 

“Where’s the treasured land of the Qi family’s ancestors?” Lu Benwei asked. 

“Huh?” Xiao Hu was confused. “This is the Qi family’s ancestral treasure land. They said that this place is 

very beneficial to the Qi family’s cultivation.” 

Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed Crocodile were also puzzled. “How could this mountain be the Qi 

family’s ancestral treasure land?” The Three-tailed Crocodile felt that Er Hu was lying and broke his left 

leg. “The first mountain is in the middle of nowhere. It doesn’t even have any monster fur. How can it be 

some training ground of the Qi family?” Er Hu cried out in pain, and tears flowed out. “Master Crocodile, 

everything I said is true! I saw Young Master Qi Ming’s bloodline awaken with my own eyes.” 

“Since his bloodline has awakened, why isn’t he leaving?” The Three-tailed Crocodile’s eyes were about 

to pop out, thinking that Er Hu was lying. “Young Master Qi Ming has awakened, but Miss Qi Xin’s 

bloodline hasn’t awakened yet. 

So, we plan to stay here for a few more days. 

The Qi family hired us on a daily basis, so we hope to stay here for a few more days.” 

“Master Crocodile, you might not believe it, but please believe it.” 

Lu Benwei nodded. “What he said should be true. Everyone’s talent is different. It’s normal for the 

bloodline to awaken sooner or later. One last question. What is the bloodline awakening of the Qi 

family?” 

Er Hu pondered for a while. “It seems to be a dog with two heads. When the bloodline was awakened, 

the Qi family’s totem was faintly discernible. It looked quite scary.” Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed 

Crocodile glanced at each other, and then the Three-tailed Crocodile knocked out Er Hu with a punch. 

“Big brother, what should we do now? Why does the Qi family look so similar to that hellhound?” 

“No matter what, it’s more important to save people first.” Lu Benwei thought for a while. “If we run 

into the Qi family, we’ll settle the score with them.” 

On the other side, at the Qi family’s camp. 

Qi Xin sat on a rock and pouted. “Brother, why aren’t Da Hu and Er Hu back yet?” 

... 

Qi Ming slowly opened his eyes. “Don’t worry about them. Feel the summoning of your bloodline 

power. Leave this place as soon as possible.” 



“I’ve already said it 800 times. I have to go to the peak.” Qi Xin rolled his eyes. “That voice has been 

guiding me. It’s useless for me to awaken here.” 

Qi Ming sighed lightly when he heard this. 

Then, he patted Qi Xin’s head. “You actually thought of finding your own reasons.” 

Chapter 498 Three-Headed Dog 

“Hmph, you only know how to bully me all day!” Qi Xin pouted in dissatisfaction. 

Qi Ming ignored her. Instead, he stood up and patted his butt before walking toward the hired hunters. 

He lowered his head and spoke to them. The hired hunters all looked fearful, but after Qi Ming’s words, 

they all stood up unwillingly. 

“Brother, what are you doing?” Qi Xin stood up and asked. 

Qi Ming turned around and looked at her helplessly. “To the mountain.” 

When Qi Xin heard that, she grinned happily and jumped into Qi Ming’s arms. “I knew it. My brother 

treats me the best.” 

At this moment, the head of the hired hunters said, “Young Master Qi, let’s make this clear first. It’s 

dangerous on the mountain. If you really encounter any evil creatures, you must leave the mountain 

immediately.” 

“Alright.” Qi Ming agreed to the head of the hired hunters. 

At the top of a mountain. 

The thick fog dispersed, and dark clouds surged in the sky. There was no thunder, but lightning flashed. 

What a strange phenomenon! 

The peak was dozens of miles wide, and it was as flat as ground. There was only a lonely well standing in 

the middle. 

The Three-headed Dog placed the dying old beggar on the ground and lay beside the well as if waiting 

for something. 

The old beggar pursed his lips and whimpered as he tried to stand up from the ground. 

“Don’t move!” 

The Three-headed Dog spoke in human language, its voice chilling the soul. 

“Hmph!” The old beggar spat. “Am I going to be sacrificed if I don’t move?” 

The Three-headed Dog narrowed his eyes. “Looks like you know this place very well. Then you’ll die even 

more.” 

“Hehe, my grandson will come and save me,” the old beggar sneered and said sarcastically, “When the 

time comes, I’ll use you to make a dog meat hotpot.” 



The Three-headed Dog sneered. The dog on the leftmost side of his body spat out a mouthful of black 

flames, causing the old beggar to scream in pain. 

“You b*stard, when my grandson comes, you’ll be in trouble!” 

The Three-headed Dog saw that the torture was almost over, so it opened its mouth and retracted the 

flames. 

“It’s fine. At that time, all of you will become my offerings to unlock the seal!” 

The Qi siblings arrived before Lu Benwei. 

“Brother, I feel that the voice guiding me is getting stronger and stronger,” Qi Xin said. 

As soon as she finished speaking, everyone climbed to the top of the mountain. 

The first thing they saw was the Three-headed Dog and the old beggar. 

“This… What is this?” 

The moment everyone saw it, a chill struck their souls. 

“Why is this dog so terrifying? It has three heads,” the leader of the mercenaries said in horror. 

“Boss, I remember that when Young Master Qi’s bloodline awakened, didn’t the shadow of a dog with 

two heads appear?” 

The Qi siblings were also in disbelief. 

Their family’s totem monster was a Two-headed Lightning Fire Dog, and its bloodline power was also the 

Two-headed Lightning Fire Dog’s bloodline power. 

The Three-headed Dog in front of him looked the same as the totem of the Qi family, except for the 

extra head. 

At this moment, the head in the middle of the Three-headed Dog spoke in human language, “Which one 

of you is Qi Xin?” 

Everyone’s mouths were wide open in shock. 

Out of precaution, Qi Ming took a step forward. 

“I’m Qi Xin.” 

The Three-headed Dog stared at him for a while, then shook its head. “No, you’re not Qi Xin. The girl 

behind you is.” 

Qi Ming saw that he could not hide it anymore, so he simply laid his cards on the table and said, “Yes.” 

“How do you know our names? And why do you look so similar to our totem monster?” The Three-

headed Dog sneered and said, “You mean the little guy who got a bit of my power?” 

Qi Ming was shocked. The Qi family’s totem monster’s power came from the Three-headed Dog in front 

of him. Could it be…? 



“Are you the war monster under the command of our ancestor, Saint Qi?” 

Qi Ming was ecstatic. Saint Qi was the ancestor of the Qi family, and he had once reached level 99. 

If the Three-headed Dog in front of him was Saint Qi’s war monster, it would be a great help to the Qi 

family. 

“Don’t mention that filthy name in front of me!” the Three-headed Dog suddenly said in a deep voice. 

Thunder suddenly sounded in the sky, and dark clouds rolled. It was extremely terrifying. 

Qi Xin trembled in fear and shrank into Qi Ming’s embrace. 

“Senior, I don’t know what happened between you and Saint Qi, but our Qi family needs you now!” 

Qi Ming wanted to absorb Three-headed Dog into the strength of the Qi family. “Hehe, that traitor said 

the same thing to me back then. But what about the outcome? The outcome is that I’ve been sealed 

here for many years!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Three-headed Dog opened its mouth and spat out a bolt of 

lightning, turning the hired hunter who came with Qi Ming into a cloud of blood mist. 

“Ah!” 

Qi Xin was so scared that his face turned pale. 

She directly hid in Qi Ming’s arms. Qi Ming also firmly protected Qi Xin. 

“Senior, why are you doing this?” 

... 

As soon as he finished speaking, the blood mist seemed to have been guided and flowed into the well. 

“Rumble!” 

Thunder and lightning rolled in the sky, and the dark clouds turned blood-red. It was as if painting of hell 

was slowly unfolding. 

“It’s not enough, just a little bit more!” 

The Three-Headed Dog was on the verge of going crazy as it looked at Qi Xin. 

Qi Xin was shocked. She hugged her head and squatted on the ground, tears welling up in her eyes. “The 

Qi family’s bloodline is the second step!” 

At this moment, the Three-headed Dog noticed the old beggar who was about to sneak away. “It’s you!” 

A bolt of lightning shot out from his mouth, like a sharp blade stabbing toward the old beggar. 

“Boom!” The old beggar rolled on the ground and dodged the fatal blow. However, he was also sent 

flying dozens of meters away by the aftershock. He rolled a few times in front of the Qi siblings and 

stopped at their feet. “The two of you from the Qi family, don’t just stand there. The first stage of the 

sacrifice is for those who aren’t the Qi family’s bloodline, but the second stage is for you. Run!” the old 

beggar hurriedly got up from the ground and said to the Qi siblings as he fled. Although Qi Ming did not 



understand what the old beggar meant, he still wanted to bring the Three-headed Dog back to the Qi 

family. “Senior, what happened? Do you need my help?” When the old beggar saw that Qi Ming was 

after the Three-headed Dog, he was so angry that his nose was crooked. 

“Damn it, I’ve never seen anyone so eager to die!” 

9 и спине UTIL UL Your sister has the strongest bloodline in the Qi family in the past hundred years. She 

can have my full strength. However, you need to sacrifice your life and undo the seal in the Hell’s Well to 

obtain it.” 

... 

“I understand, Senior.” Qi Ming was overjoyed. 

Chapter 499 Sacrifice 

Qi Ming attacked the old beggar. 

“You f*cking idiot, you believe everything others say?” 

The old beggar cursed as he dodged Qi Ming’s attacks. 

“And you, vicious dog. One layer of the seal has been unlocked. Why don’t you tell me what the next 

layer needs?” 

A hint of malice flashed across the Three-headed Dog’s eyes. 

“Qi Ming, quickly kill him!” 

After Qi Ming heard this, his attacks became even more fierce. 

When the old beggar saw this, he was so angry that he blew his beard and glared. “Look, you’re anxious, 

right?” 

“Child, you heard it just now. It was your ancestor who betrayed him and sealed him here for hundreds 

of years. How could he forgive you?” 

When Qi Ming heard this, his attacks gradually slowed down. 

“Senior, is this true?” 

The Three-headed Dog was a little flustered, but soon, he let out a deep breath and sat down. “The first 

half of what he said is true.” 

Qi Ming’s heart tightened when he heard that. 

“I really hate Saint Qi! He clearly promised to bring me to that destination, but in the end, he left the 

world first.” 

The Three-headed Dog cried in grief. 

“Before he left, he sealed me here for nearly a thousand years to prevent anyone from harming me! Tell 

me, how can I not hate him?” 



Qi Ming was speechless. 

Hatred! 

The Three-headed Dog hated Saint Qi! 

However, what Qi Ming heard was loyalty! 

“Senior, do you still blame Saint Qi?” Qi Ming asked involuntarily. 

“Hate!” Cerberus answered resolutely, “But if I can do it all over again, I’m willing to follow Saint Qi and 

fight again!” 

“Good! I understand!” Qi Ming already had an answer in his heart. 

“What?” The old beggar was so angry that he could not speak. “You f*cking idiot! Why are you so 

stupid? If I were Saint Qi, I’d be so angry that I would come back to life!” 

Qi Ming had already believed the Three-headed Dog’s words and attacked the old beggar. 

“Thunder Fire Purgatory!” 

Qi Ming was a warrior. His bloodline had been awakened and he could control the power of thunder and 

fire. 

Blazing flames blazed and thunder rumbled. Two different elements intertwined, turning the 

mountaintop into a purgatory. 

The old beggar was burned and struck by lightning, but his vitality was still tenacious. 

“Damn it, if I didn’t suffer internal injuries, I’ll make you regret having the surname Qi!” 

After cursing, he turned around and ran up and down when he saw Qi Ming attacking! 

With full confidence, Qi Ming moved very quickly and arrived in front of the old beggar in the blink of an 

eye. 

“Are you going to jump down yourself, or should I help you?” 

Qi Ming held a purple sword in his hand and pressed it against the old beggar’s throat. The old beggar’s 

Adam’s apple bobbed as he silently raised his hands. “Little brother, spare my life! This is all a 

misunderstanding. You were deceived by him!” 

“He’s the Qi family’s ancestor’s war monster. If I don’t believe him, do you think I’ll believe you?” Qi 

Ming said coldly. 

Suddenly, Qi Ming was stunned for a moment. 

A cold voice came from behind him. At the same time, he felt a bone-piercing chill on the back of his 

neck. 

“Let’s see if your sword is faster or mine!” 

“Chu Lu?” 



Qi Ming narrowed his eyes and tilted his head slightly. He glanced at Lu Benwei from the corner of his 

eye. “Your target is indeed the Qi family’s divine treasures!” 

“You’re here!” The old beggar was so excited that tears streamed down his face. “Grandson, you really 

came to save me!” 

Qi Ming’s eyes shot out cold electricity. He shook his wrist and stabbed his sword at the old beggar’s 

throat. 

Lu Benwei reacted quickly. Almost at the same time as Qi Ming, he swung his sword at Qi Ming’s spine 

at an even faster speed! 

“Puff!” 

Qi Ming’s head fell, and blood splattered 30,000 feet into the sky! 

As for the old beggar, his skin was only cut by Qi Ming’s sword light, and he suffered a little superficial 

injury. 

“Brother!” 

When Qi Xin saw this unbelievable scene, her vision instantly darkened, and tears could not help but 

flow out. 

“Useless thing!” the Three-headed Dog saw this and shouted, “You can’t even handle a small matter!” 

“Grandson, kill that stinky dog. He’s the source of the First Mountain Secret Realm’s cannibalism!” 

Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed Crocodile attacked the Three-headed Dog together. 

“Star Shattering Fist! Demonic Light Destroys Rivers and Mountains!” 

The stars spread across the sky like a galaxy. The Three-tailed Crocodile opened its mouth and 

swallowed the essence of the sun and moon, absorbing their power. It shot out a terrifying demonic 

light that shook the sun, moon, mountains, and rivers. 

Lu Benwei swung his fists. Billions of stars fell from the sky, pressing down on the Three-headed Dog 

with unstoppable force. The Three-headed Dog let out a strange howl, calling for thunder and lightning. 

Thunder rolled down and roared in the world. 

... 

“Rumble!” 

Demonic light and lightning surged in all directions, shattering stars one after another. The aftershock 

spread for thousands of miles, and all the living beings in the secret realm changed their expressions. 

“What kind of monster is this dog? Big Brother and I can’t do anything to him.” The Three-tailed 

Crocodile widened its eyes, looking very funny. 

Lu Benwei’s expression was also uncertain. He had already activated his Eye of Insight, but he could not 

see the Three-headed Dog’s information. He could not even tell the difference between the simplest 

demonic beast and a monster. “Human, you spoil my plans!” 



The Three-headed Dog was furious at the sudden appearance of Lu Benwei and the Three-tailed 

Crocodile, and he gritted his teeth. 

“Die!” 

The Three-headed Dog attacked the two of them. Lightning and fire erupted, representing a series of 

punishments. 

At the same time, Lu Benwei also took action. 

The three tails of the Three-tailed Crocodile shook at the same time. In an instant, it seemed to have 

shaken the entire sky down and sunk. The shadow of the giant tail covered the world. 

“Hell Flames!” 

The Three-headed Dog opened its mouth and spat out a black flame that scorched heaven and earth, 

projecting a scene of hell. The three tails merged into one and slammed down. However, the moment 

they met the hellfire, the Three-tailed Crocodile felt a strange power crazily draining its life force. 

... 

“F*ck, what demonic technique is this? So terrifying!” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile’s huge body shook violently, and it quivered from the inside out. 

“Big brother, don’t get touched by this flame. It’s very strange!” 

Lu Benwei’s expression was solemn. Strange flames were not rare to him. For example, the Holy Fire of 

Judgment had a suppressive effect on darkness and evil. 

Another example was the extremely high temperature and undying Divine Fire. However, this was the 

first time Lu Benwei had seen a flame that could devour life force. At this moment, Qi Xin was hugging 

Qi Ming’s cold corpse tightly on the ground. Her tears fell. 

“Brother…” 

Qi Xin’s heart was completely disheartened. The biological brother who doted on her so much had died 

in front of her eyes, becoming a shadow that she could not erase in her heart. 

The scene of Lu Benwei brandishing his sword and cutting off Qi Ming’s head was still vivid in her mind, 

repeating over and over again. Her heart started to palpitate, then turned numb, and finally turned into 

anger. At this moment, a voice sounded in her ear. “Do you want revenge? Then listen to me!” 

Chapter 500 Origin 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

Lu Benwei swung his fists and created a galaxy painting in the sky. 

“Buzz!” 

The starlight swept through the sky and suppressed from top to bottom! 



The Three-headed Dog summoned lightning and thunder, turning the mountains into an endless sea of 

lightning. 

Endless thunder rumbled, and it was extremely terrifying. It drowned billions of stars within it, and they 

collapsed one after another. 

“Rumble!” 

The stars shattered, and the power of the thunderbolts was unparalleled. 

“Damn it!” the Three-headed Dog shouted, “You’re ruining my plan! Why don’t you die?” 

“You have harmed so many humans. You deserve to die!” Lu Benwei did not show any weakness and 

returned the favor. 

At this moment, the Three-tailed Crocodile took advantage of the Three-headed Dog’s surprise and 

attacked him. 

“Boom!” 

The three tails combined into one and pressed down with great force as if a mountain was pressing 

down. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile’s strength knocked the Three-headed Dog off the mountain peak, piercing 

through a mountain. Debris flew everywhere, and the sun and moon lost their light. 

Lu Benwei brandished the Ancient Sword of Clarity, and the power of destruction surged toward him 

from all directions like a tide. 

“Divine Sword of Destruction!” 

The sword light attack was devastating as it attacked the Three-headed Dog. Under the destructive 

sword light that filled the sky, the Three Mountains Secret Realm shook crazily! “Boom!” 

Half of the Three-headed Dog’s body was cut off, and dark red blood gushed out. 

“It’s a success!” the Three-tailed Crocodile was overjoyed and said with a smile. 

Soon, his smile froze. 

The remaining head of the Three-headed Dog opened its mouth and spat out a mouthful of black 

hellfire, incinerating everything in the world. 

“Motherf*cker!” 

The giant crocodile had seen the power of the hellfire, and its heart, liver, and spirit were trembling. 

“Don’t be afraid! Give him one last blow before his injuries heal!” 

Lu Benwei’s expression was extremely cold. The clothes on his upper body had long been torn, revealing 

his strong muscles. His dual-origin bloodlines fused in his body, making it transparent like glass. It 

emitted a chaotic light with divinity. 

“Boom!” 



Lu Benwei activated Lightning Speed and attacked. 

The eyes of the remaining head on the Three-headed Dog shone with a cold light. His forelimbs led it 

into the layers of flames. 

Endless hellish flames surrounded him, forming a natural protective shield. He stood in the middle of the 

flames, his body healing at an extreme speed! 

“Damn it, does this old dog think he’s a phoenix? Playing Nirvana here?” 

The crocodile stared at each other. 

“Cut the crap. Kill him now.” 

As soon as Lu Benwei finished speaking, he went straight into the endless hellish sea of flames. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was dumbfounded again. He patted his belly and said, “Big Brother, aren’t 

you afraid of the heat?” 

At this moment, a black shadow flew out from the layers of flames. The blood that spilled was 

immediately evaporated by the scorching temperature and turned into a cloud of blood mist. 

Lu Benwei immediately came out of the hellish sea of flames. His body was transparent like glass, 

emitting rays of divine light. 

The Three-tailed Crocodile was shocked! 

“Big brother, how did you manage to come out unscathed?” 

Lu Benwei did not respond to him. He raised his fist that emitted divine light and attacked. 

“Boom!” 

The Three-headed Dog, which had just recovered, was attacked one after another. Its internal organs 

were twisted, and he kept coughing up large mouthfuls of blood. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei raised his fist again. Four powerful amplification skills were activated at the 

same time, preparing to give the Three-headed Dog the final blow! 

“Enough!” The Three-headed Dog roared in rage, and an earth-shattering power erupted. 

Lu Benwei knew that things were not good. He withdrew his fist and used his Lightning Speed to retreat 

rapidly! 

“Hell’s Punishment: Thunder!” 

The Three-headed Dog’s eyes were about to pop out as he raised his head and struck down a bolt of 

lightning! 

“Rumble!” 

All the hatred and damage he had suffered just now had gathered on this bolt of lightning. The powerful 

thunderbolts caused the world to change color. 



Lu Benwei raised his head and threw out the Holy Light Shield, blocking above his head. 

“Boom!” 

The once indestructible Holy Light Shield was like a piece of paper in the face of lightning. In less than 

the blink of an eye, it turned into powder and scattered all over the secret realm. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes widened, and he used the Heavenly Light Shield to block! 

“Boom!” 

The punishment lightning struck Lu Benwei and turned him into dust. 

... 

“Big Brother!” 

The giant crocodile cried out in shock. It watched helplessly as Lu Benwei was slashed into pieces, but it 

was powerless. 

Suddenly, he shuddered violently, and a chill ran down his spine. 

The Three-headed Dog looked at him coldly as if he was the King of Hell. 

“You seemed to be quite energetic when you attacked me just now.” 

The giant crocodile was so frightened that it collapsed on the ground. 

“Brother Dog, I was just joking! If you don’t mind, I’m willing to follow you to the death!” The Three-

tailed Crocodile was a monster that grew in the world. No morals could restrain it. When Lu Benwei 

died, the Three-tailed Crocodile’s desire to live made him kneel and beg the Three-headed Dog. “Follow 

me? Are you worthy?!” the Three-headed Dog said fiercely with a hint of mockery in its tone. 

The giant crocodile was in fear and trepidation. 

Its eyes were erratic as it kept glancing at the sky, afraid that a bolt of lightning would strike down and 

destroy it. 

“Big Brother, how am I not worthy? Look, you have three heads, and I have three tails. We’re fated!” 

The three-tailed crocodile raised its butt and swung its tail. 

... 

“I think we’re clearly family!” 

“Who do you think gave you your power?” The Three-headed Dog sneered. 

The giant crocodile was startled when he heard this. The Three Mountains Secret Realm, the Three-

headed Dog, and the Three-tailed Crocodile. Everything was fated to be related to the Three Mountains 

Secret Realm. It seemed a little too coincidental. 

“It’s you?” the Three-tailed Crocodile was a little uncertain and stammered. “Not bad!” the Three-

headed Dog said bluntly, “The Three Mountain Secret Realm is formed by my power! Unfortunately, I 



met that despicable Saint Qi later and he deceived me! I promised him that I’d conquer the world and 

help him kill all the monsters. But in the end, he locked me up here by using layer after layer of seals!” 

The Three-tailed Crocodile nodded in agreement. “Yeah, Saint Qi is really something else! If I were 

Brother Dog, the first thing I’d do after breaking the seal would be to destroy the Qi family!” 

The Three-headed Dog was quite pleased to hear this. It nodded and said, “It’s a pity that the person I 

just killed was turned into dust, and his blood essence was evaporated. I’m still missing a seal for Hell’s 

Well.” The Three-tailed Crocodile’s heart skipped a beat. “Brother Dog, the target of this blood sacrifice 

should be limited to people, right?” The Three-headed Dog raised his chin and said slyly, “At the 

beginning, when the seal was strong, it needed human blood. But now, it’s only a window paper away 

from breaking the seal. So, it doesn’t matter if it’s human blood or monster blood.” 

 


